VOLUNTEER APPLICATION FORM
1.

ORGANIZATION or IDEA

Date of Application: ____________________________________________________________
Name of Organization / Idea:
Project Name:
Address:
City/State/Zip:
Telephone:
Website:
Contact at Organization & Title:___________________________________________________
Contact for this Application (include phone and email):
Number of Volunteers Requested from F3:
One-time Event:

Yes

No

Periodic Commitment from F3:

If periodic, frequency of volunteer help:
Duration of volunteer involvement:

Weekly

Ongoing

Monthly

Yes

No

Other:

Other:

2.
ELIGIBILITY FOR FOUNDATION INVOLVEMENT
In order for a service project to qualify for F3F support, it must meet all of the following
guidelines.
a) How does the project promote the F3F mission – to develop and strengthen Male
Leadership in this community?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
b) List at least two F3 members actively involved with the organization or project.
________________________________________________________________________
c) List the two F3 members that will accept responsibility as co-QIC’s for the proposed
project.
________________________________________________________________________
d) Briefly describe the local presence of this organization or project.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

3.
TARGET POPULATION
Please summarize your target population in measurable terms (i.e., who the primary audience is,
how many will be served, how old are the participants, and where the program is offered, and the
geographic range of your organization).

4.
HISTORY
Please provide a brief history of your organization/idea, including the date your organization was
established. What are the organization mission and goals? Provide a brief description of the
organization’s current programs or activities.

5.
SUMMARY
Please provide a concise description of the need or problem to be addressed. Include the overall
goals and purposes of F3F’s involvement or specific department concerned, the specific purpose
for the use of the funds, and the how the objectives will be accomplished. Also, please describe
the timetable for the project.

6.
EVALUATION
How will you determine the impact on this project? Please be specific.

Who will have the responsibility for evaluating whether the above criteria have been met?

